First step to use SweetBiteAPP
After you
download
from your
app store,
you must
then register
by filling in
form and
clicking
register.

When you
enter the first
time your
Dashboard will
be empty, so
you will need
to enter/input
at least one
item in each of
the areas
(Types, Places,
Suppliers and
Materials)

You can input
types, places,
suppliers and
Materials, at
menu More...
or just
clicking at
each
information
at dashboard

Here are
examples of
"Types" of
categories
that you can
use. Feel free
to use the
ones that you
want.

Here are
examples of
"Suppliers"
that you can
use, feel free
to use the
ones you
want.

Here are
examples of
"Materials"
that you can
use, feel free
to use the
ones you
want.

Here are
examples of
"Places" that
you can use,
again use the
ones you
would like.
You can also
organize by
Bin 1, Bin 2,
Bin 3, etc.

These four bases have basic the
same “data”: Name and Information.
You must input all data to register
them.

Now you are
ready to
"Create Item".
To insert a
photo just click
on the
SweetBite logo
and choose
from your
library or take a
picture.

The last information at the item is
the TAG’s, the last but not the least.

You must input
all information
and then save.

Now is just
input all your
item you want
to organize.
Will take a
while at this
begin but you
will feel the
difference
before you
finish this
organization.

At information field you can put the
contact information from your
supplier, or some information from
the material, and this is the same
form Type and Places.

The information you input at this
field you can use to find this tool,
remember that Places, Suppliers,
Types and Materials is already
indexed, by indexed means that you
can find any information by this
fields.
To input more then one TAG you
need use “;”
At the item
menu you can
search for your
items by any of
information
you input like
suppliers, or
place.
Remember the
TAG’s also is a
way to locate
what you want.

